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Companies. Brands. Exporters. Agriculture

AgroChimInvest
AgroChimInvest is one of the leading Russian companies producing highly effective
chemical plant protection products for agricultural production. The company
specializes in growing, processing, cleaning and exporting such agricultural products
as coriander, flax, mustard, chickpea, lentils, millet.
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AgroChimInvest
AgroChimInvest is one of the leading Russian
companies producing highly effective chemical plant
protection products for agricultural production. The
company specializes in growing, processing,
cleaning and exporting such agricultural products as
coriander, flax, mustard, chickpea, lentils, millet.

The company started its activity in 2003 with the production of highly

effective chemical plant protection products for agricultural

production. During 17 years of work in the market of agrochemical

services more than 40 trademarks have been registered, technologies

of production and application of each preparation have been worked

out, own complex systems of crop protection have been created,

numerous experiments have been conducted on fields all over Russia

in different climatic zones. The company's leading agronomists

annually conduct full control and constant consultations on all stages

of treatment with crop protection agents.

Export
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All the company's products undergo laboratory
testing and certification to continuously monitor and
confirm the high quality of each crop. All goods are
delivered by own transport to the terminal and
shipped to customers on the Commonwealth of
Independent States and free on boards terms from
ports of Novorossiysk and Far East. 

At the same time, on a regular basis AgroChimInvest
supplies its own products to such countries as Sri
Lanka, Indonesia, Jordan, Turkey, Nepal, Yemen,
Algeria, Thailand, Egypt, Somalia, UAE, South Africa,
Malaysia, Vietnam, India, Chile, Israel, Pakistan,
Bangladesh, Saudi Arabia and others.
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The company's products
are delivered by sea, road
and rail all over the world
on the Commonwealth of
Independent States and
free on board terms

Partners of the company are the
leading agricultural companies
of Russia: Miratorg
Agribusiness Holding,
Belgrankorm-holding, Sucden
Group, Agricultural Holding
Kanevskoy

In 2020 the company for the
first time became a participant
of the largest international
exhibition Gulfood as part of the
collective exposition Made in
Russia in Dubai (UAE)

The export direction of the company was opened

in 2015
 AgroChemInvest actively cooperates with such large organizations as
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Sberbank and Raiffeisenbank, which provide financial services for

production processes. In addition, our regular partners are the leading

agricultural companies in Russia: Miratorg Agribusiness Holding,

Belgrankorm-holding, Sucden Group, Agricultural Holding Kanevskoy.

Forestry In addition, since 2015 the

company has also been actively

developing its timber processing

business. At present, a full cycle

timber processing complex has

been formed and launched in

Smolensk region. The specialists

of the company have mastered the

The end products - lumbers

(boards, bars), pallets, pellets and

fuel briquettes RUF - are made of

ecologically clean materials:

coniferous and deciduous trees. In

addition, all collected pallets

undergo mandatory phytosanitary

processing stages and subsequent
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processing technology of highly efficient

logging and woodworking non-

waste production. The company

has its own raw material base, a

wide park of logging equipment,

modern lines for processing

lumber and production of pallets

and fuel pellets, heated storage

facilities.

IPPC labeling. Such measures

allow the company to be a

permanent supplier of its own

goods for the leading European

manufacturer EGGER Drevproduct.

In the future AgroChimInvest can

also establish the output of these

goods on the export market.

 Plans

 Today, AgroChemInvest plans to further develop all three areas of the

company, to organize its own conferences for employees and

partners, to participate in various marketing activities. The company is

an annual exhibitor of the largest agricultural exhibition YugAgro, as

well as a participant in the international food industry exhibition

Gulfood in the United Arab Emirates.
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Contacts

Russia, Moscow, 1, Andreevskaya naberezhnaya

  +7 495 225-16-83

  info@agrochiminvest.ru
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Brand page

https://monolith.madeinrussia.ru/en/catalog/3299 pr@madeinrussia.ru

The Made in Russia project is a digital trading and media platform. It includes a business information agency Made in Russia in 12
languages, as well as a digital trading house selling and promoting goods and services abroad. Companies registered on the platform
receive the right to use the Made in Russia project logo, access to a loyalty programme, services and facilities.


